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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real Banach space and C be a nonempty subset of X. A mapping T : C ~ C is said 
to be asymptotically nonexpansivc f there exists a sequence {kn} of positive real numbers with 
k~ _> 1 and k~ --* 1 as n -~ oc such that 
l IT~x - T~yJI  <_ k~ IIx - yll , 
for all x, y c C and all n > 1. The mapping T is called uniformly L-Lipschitzian if there exists 
some positive constant L such that 
IITnx - Tnyll ~ L IIx - YlI, 
for a l lx ,  ycCandn_>l .  
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REMARK 1.1. It is easy to see that, if T is asymptotically nonexpansive, then it is uniformly 
L-Lipschitzian with the uniform Lipschitz constant L = sup{kn : n > 1}. 
Since Schu's results [1,2], the modified Mann and Ishikawa iterative schemes have been stud- 
ied extensively by various authors to approximate fixed points of asymptotically nonexpansive 
mappings (see [1-10] and references therein). 
Recently, Xu and Noor [11] introduced and studied a three-step scheme to approximate fixed 
points of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings. Inspired and motivated by the work of Xu and 
Noor [11], we introduce and study a three-step scheme with errors. The scheme is defined as 
follows. 
Let X be a normed linear space, C be a nonempty convex subset of X, and T : C ~ C be 
a given mapping. Then, for arbitrary xl E C, compute the iterative sequences {xn}, {Yn}, {Zn} 
defined by 
Zn=(1-Tn-un)  xn+TnTnxn+Unum n>_l,  
y~ = (1 - f~ - #~) xn + fnTnzn + #nVn, n _> 1, (TSISE) 
X~+l = (1 - an - An) x~ + anT~y~ + Anw~, n >_ 1, 
where {u~}, {vn}, {wn} are bounded sequences in C and {a~}, {fin}, {Tn}, {An}, {#~}, {un} are 
appropriate sequences in [0, 1]. 
We note that the usual modified Ishikawa and Mann iterations are special cases of the above 
three-step iterative scheme. If 7n = us - 0, then (TSISE) reduces to the usual modified Ishikawa 
iterative scheme with errors 
y~=(1- f ln -#n)  xn+fnTnzn+#nvn,  n>_l ,  
(MISISE) 
xn+l = (1 - an - An) Xn + anTnyr~ + AnWn, n >_ 1, 
where {Wn},{Vn} are bounded sequences in C and {an}, {fin}, {An}, {#n} are appropriate 
sequences in [0, 1]. 
For fn = #n - 0 and 7n = un = O, then (TSISE) reduces to the usual modified Mann iterative 
scheme with errors 
xl 6C ,  
xn+l = (1 - an - An) xn + anTnyn + AnWn, n>l ,  
(MMISE) 
where {wn} is a bounded sequence in C and {an}, {An} are appropriate sequences in [0,1]. 
In [11], Xu and Noor proved some strong convergence theorems of the above three-step iterative 
scheme, but they did not present he results on weak convergence. 
It is our purpose in this paper to establish several weak and strong convergence r sults of the 
three-step iterative scheme with errors for asymptotically nonexpansive mappings. The results 
presented in this paper extend and improve the corresponding ones announced by Tan and Xu [7], 
Xu and Noor [11], and others. 
In the sequel, we shall need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA i.i. (See [8, Lemma 1].) Let {an}, {bn}, and {hn} be sequences of nonnegative real 
numbers satisfying the inequality 
an+1 < (1 + 5n) an + bn. 
O0 O0 f ~n=l  5n < OO and Y~n=1 bn < oo, then limn--.oo an exists. In particular, if {an} has a subse- 
quence converging to O, then limn-,oo an = O. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let X be a normed linear space and C be a nonempty convex subset o[ X. Let 
T : C --~ C be an asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping with the nonempty fixed-point 
_ oo  k set F(T) and a sequence {kn} of positive real numbers be such that kn > 1 and ~n=l(  n--l) < oo. 
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Let a sequence {x~} be defined by (TSISE) with the restrictions that ~°~=1 A~ < c~, 
)-]~°°=1 #n < oo, and ~=1°° u~ < ce. Then we have the following conclusions. 
(1) l im~_~ IIx~ - PH exists for any p e F(T). 
(2) limn__.~ d(xn, F(T)) exists, where d(x, F(T)) denotes the distance x to the fixed-point 
set F(T). 
PROOF. Let p E F(T) and 
Ml=sup{[ ]u~-p[ [ :n>_ l} ,  M2=sup{ l [v~-p[ l :n>_ l} ,  
M3=sup{[ [w~-p] I :n>_ l} ,  M=max{Mi : i= l ,2 ,3} .  
Using (TSISE), we have 
[l zn  --  P]I ~- (1 -- "~n -- lYn) [lXn -- Pll AV ~/nkn I[Xn -- P[[ -~ lYn [I TM -- P[[ ~ ]gn [[Zn -- P[[ -~ Mun, (1.1) 
___ (1 - /3~ - ~ + k~29~) Ilx~ - pll + M~ + Mk~ (1.2) 
~ kn2[[xn -p[]  q-M/znq-MknPn, 
and so 
[]Xn+ 1 -- p[[ ~_~ (1 - -  O~ n - -  )~n)  [ lXn  - -  P[[ Jr- O~nkn [[Yn -- P[[ + An [[Wn -- pl[ 
_< (1 - a,~ - A~ + a~k~ 3) [Ixn - Pll + MA~ + Mk~#~ + Mk~2un (1.3) 
[1 + (k~ a - 1)] [[x~ -p[[  + D (A,, + #n + t,~), 
k V '~ fk 3 where D is some positive constant. Notice that ~'~n=l( ~ - 1) < cc is equivalent o z. =l~ ~ - 
1) < cx~. Consequently, the conclusions of the lemma follow from Lemma 1.1. This completes 
the proof. 
The following lemma can be found in [6]. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let p > 1 and r > 0 be two fixed real numbers. Then a Banach space X is 
uniformly convex if and only if there exists a continuous trictly increasing convex function 
g:  [0, ~)  - .  [0, ~)  with g(0) = 0 such that 
II~x + (1 - ~) yll p <_ ), Ilxll p + (1 - ~) Hylf  - Wp (),) g (llx - yI I ) ,  
for all x,y  e Br(o) = {x c X :  Ilxll _< ~} and ~ c [0, 1], where ~(~)  = ~(1  - ~) + ~(1 - ~F .  
Note that the inequality in Lemma 1.3 is known as Xu's inequality. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space and Br(0) be a dosed ball of X.  Then 
there exists a continuous trictly increasing convex function g : [0, ~)  ~ [0, c~) with g(O) = 0 
such that 
I1:~ + ,y  + ~z lP  _< :~ Ilxll ~ + , Ilyll ~ + e Hzll 2 - :~,g (N~ - yl l ) ,  
for all x ,y E B~(O) and A, #,~/6 [0, 1] with A+p+f f  = 1. 
PaooF .  We first observe that (A / (1 -7 ) )x  + (#/ (1 -7 ) )Y  e B~(0) for all x,y ~ B~(O) and 
A, #, 7 C [0, 1] with A + # + 3' = 1. It follows from Lemma 1.3 that 
[ A x+ y + II ax+py+~z l ]  2= -7 )  1 -3 ,  
_< (1 - ~) x + + 7 Ilzll 2 - w2 (~) 
(l lx--Ylt) 
% - - /  
-< ~, II~IP + ~ Ilyll ~ +'~ Ilzll ~ 1%g (llx - yll) 
/ 
_< ;~ I lxll 2 + ~, Ilyll ~ ÷ ~' Ilzll ~ - ~,~,~ ( l l x  - y l l ) .  
This completes the proof. 
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We need the following lemma to prove the main results in this paper. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space and C be a nonempty convex subset 
of X. Let T : C ~ C be an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with the nonempty fixed-point 
set F ( T) and a sequence { kn } of positive real numbers be such that k,~ > 1 and En°~=1 (kn-l) < oo. 
Let a sequence {xn} be defined by (TSISE) with the following restrictions: 
(i) 0<a_~a9% <b<l ,  
(ii) limsup~__,oo k9%~ < 1, 
oo oo  oo  (iii) ~n=l A9% < 0% ~=1 #~ < 0% and ~-~=1 v~ < oo. 
Then l im~oo []xn -Tx~[ I  = O. 
PaOOF. By Lemma 1.2, we know that limn--,oo [[xn - p[[ exists for any p C F(T). It follows that 
{Xn -p},  {Tnxn -p},  {T"yn -p},  and {y9%-p} are all bounded. Also, both {u9% -p}  and {vn -p}  
are bounded by the assumption. Now, we set 
ra = sup { l lzn  -P l l  : n > 1}, 
r3 = sup { l lTny~ - 
rs = sup {1[z9% -- Pll 
r7 =- sup {[lu, -p l l  : n >_ 1}, 
r9 =sup{ l Iw . -p l I :n  > 1}, 
pll:n ~ 1}, 
:n>l} ,  
r2 --- sup {l[T~xn -p l [ :n  >_ 1}, 
$'4 = sup {]]y~ -P l l  : n ~ 1}, 
~ = sup { l iT ton  - ; l l  : ~ -> 1} ,  
rs = sup {11v9% -p l l :n  >- 1}, 
r - - - - -max{r i : l< i<9}.  
We shall use M to denote the possible different constants appearing in the following reasoning. 
By using Lemma 1.4 and (TSISE), we have 
Ilzn -p l l  2 < (1 - ~n - ,~) l i~  - ;11  ~ +en liThe9% -P l l  ~ + .9% I1~ - ;11  ~ 
- 7n (1 - ~ - .~)g  (l l~n - Tnx=l l )  (1.4) 
<_ kn 2 [[Xn -- p[12 q_ MYn 
and 
[IY~ - p[[2 <__ (1 - j3~ -/~9%) [[x~ - pll 2 + ~9% [[T~z9% - pl[ 2 + #9% [[Vn - p[[2 
(i .5) 
_< (1 - ~ + ~nk~ 4) 11x9% -;]I ~ + M (~n + ~n) 
_< k~ 4 Ilz9% - ;112 + M (~ + ~) .  
Again, using Lemma 1.4, (TSISE), and Assumption (i), then we have 
I[x9%+1 - pll 2 <__ (1 - ~ - ~)  I lx, - pll ~ + ~n ILT~y~ - pll ~ + ~ [[w~ - pll 2 
- ~n (1 - ~ - ~)  g (11x9% - T~y~II) (1.6) 
<_ [1 + (k~ 6 - 1)] Ilxn - Pll 2 + M (~n + ~ + ~)  - a (1 - b) g (11x9% - T'~y,,I[), 
which leads to the following: 
a(1-b)g(ILx9%-T'~y,~[I) < I lxn-pl]  2 -  I lXn+l-pll2+crn+M(A,~+l~n+V,~), (1.7) 
oo k - -  - -  where cr n r2(k9% 6 - 1). Since Y~n=l( n 1) < OO is equivalent to ~=l(kn  6 1) < oo, we have 
End__1 an < oe. It follows from (1.7) that 
oo ~ oo  
a(1 -b)  Eg([lx~,-T"y9%[] ) < I [x l -p [ [2+ECrn+ME(An+lZn-} - r 'n ) ,  (1.8) 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
which implies that 
l im g (1[x9% - T"y9%II) -- 0. 
9%-'-400 
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By virtue of the properties of the function g, we conclude that 
lim ilxn - T"y~ll = O. 
n---+ oo  
Observe that 
n T n 
< II~:n - T"y,~N ÷ k .  I I yn  - x ,~] l  (1.9) 
<~ mix n - -  T"y~[] + k~fl. lix~ - T~x.]l + k.#~ ]lv. - x~J]. 
Thus, by Assumption (ii), we conclude that 
lim ilT~x~ - xni] --+ 0. 
. - -+oo  
Again, observe that 
-? []Tn+lxn+l - Tn+lxni[ -}- I I T "+~ - Tx. I I  (1.10) 
_< IlX~+l - x,,ll + Ilx~+l - T~+~X~+lll 
+ k~+l IIx.+l - x~ll + ]gl I I T~x.  - x~ll 
and 
nix.+1 - x.l] < ~.  ilTnyn - xnJ] + ~ i ]~  - xnI] -+ 0, 
as n --* oo. Therefore, we have 
lira fix. - Tx,~li ~ O. 
n- -~ 
This completes the proof. 
The following demiclosedness principle for asymptotically nonexpansive mappings is very im- 
portant for the proof of our main  results. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, C be a nonempty closed convex subset 
of X ,  and T : C --+ C be an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. Then (I - T) is demiclosed 
at 0, i.e., if x ,  --+ x weakly and x,~ - Tx~ --~ 0 strongly, then x C F(T) .  
PROOF. Let {x,~} be a sequence in C such that x~ --+ x weakly and xn -Txn  - ,  0 strongly. Then 
there exists a point z E C such that the sequence {Tmz} is bounded, and hence, there exists 
a positive constant M such that sup{liTmztl : m _> 1} _~ M. Since {x.} is weakly convergent, 
{x.} must be bounded, there exists a fixed positive constant r such that sup{]Ix. - z]l : n _> 
1} _< r. Define K = {x E C : li x - zi] _< r}. Then K is a nonempty closed convex and bounded 
subset of X. For arbitrary but fixed m > 1, define a mapping Hm : K --* X as follows: 
Hmx : ~-~---rmx, 
~m 
for all x C K. Then Arm is nonexpansive. From Lemma 2.1 in [4], we know that there exists an 
increasing continuous function h :  [0, oo) --+ [0, oo) with h(0) : 0 such that 
h (ll x - Ymxll ) <_ l iminf IIx. - H.~z.l l .  
Observe that 
fix. - H~x.{]  = x .  - ~T~x~ 
< fix. - T '~x. l l  + 1 - 
< 1 )(k~ I lxn-- zl, + IlT~zl]) (1.11) _< IITJ-l n- TJ .]I + 1 -  K 
j= l  
m 
--< E kJ--1 I I x~,  - Tx~ll + (k~ - 1) (r + M) 
j : l  
_< msup {~j : j > o} llx. -Tx.]I + (k.~ - 1) ( r+M) .  
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Fixing m and letting n --~ co in (1.11), we have 
l imsup ]]xn - H,~xnI[ <_ (km - 1) (r + M) 
n--+OO 
and so 
h ([ix - H,~x[I ) < (kin - 1) (r + M) ,  (1.12) 
for all m > 1. Now, letting m --* co in (1.12), we have 
h(iix - Hmx]l ) -~ 0, 
and hence, H,~x ~ x as m ~ co, which implies that Tx  = x. This completes the proof. 
REMARK 1.2. Lemma 1.6 improves the result of Tan and Xu [9, Theorem 2] by removing the 
boundedness of C. 
The following lemma can be found in [12, Lemma 1.1]. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space and C be a nonempty  closed convex 
and bounded subset of X .  Then there is a strictly increasing and continuous convex function ~ : 
[0, co) ~ [0, co) with ~(0) = 0 such that, for every Lipschitzian continuous mapping T : C ~ X 
and, for all x ,y  E C and t E [0, 1], the following inequality holds: 
]l T ( tx  + (1 - t) y) - ( tTx  + (1 - t) Ty)l  ] <_ L~ -1 ( [ ]x -  YII - L -1 ]l Tx  - TyIO , 
where L > 1 is the Lipschitz constant of T. 
Recall that the norm of X is said to be Frdchet differentiable if, for any x E S (X) ,  the unit 
sphere of X, the limit 
lim [ix + ty[] - [Ix[] 
t--*0 t 
exists and is approached uniformly as y varies over S(X) .  It is easy to show that, for any x E X 
with x ¢ 0, the limit 
lim [Ix + ty[] - [[xi[ 
t--*0 t 
exists and is approached uniformly as y varies over S(X) .  Furthermore, we can prove that 
lim (1/2)[ix + ty[[ 2 - (1/2) [[x[] 2 = (y, Jx} 
t-~O t 
holds uniformly for y C S (X) ,  where J : X --~ X* is the normalized duality mapping defined by 
= {f  e z* :  ( f , x )= II~l, ~ = I I f l l~} .  Jx 
It is clear that, for any x E X \ {0} and t > 0, the set 
(1/2) IIx + ty]l 2 -(1/2)IIxll 2 _ <y, zx> : e s (x )  
Y t J 
is bounded by (2]]x[I + (1/2)t). Thus, for any x E X \ {0}, we can define an increasing function 
b: [0, co) --* [0, co) as follows: 
(1/2) IIx + tyll 2 - (1/2)IIxll 2 _ <y, Jx> : y e s (x )  b(t) sup  
l t J 
and b(0) -- 0. Then b is increasing and b(t) -~ 0 as t --~ 0. For any h C X, there exists t > 0 such 
that h = ty for some y E S (X)  and so it follows that 
1 I I~+hll  2 1 - ~ IIxll 2 - (h, Jx) <_ IIhll b( l lh l l )  • (1.13) 
REMARK 1.3. The function defined above depends on x E X \ {0}. Inequality (1.13) will play a 
very important role for the proof of the next lemma. 
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LEMMA 1.8. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space with a Frdchet differentiable norm and C 
be a nonempty closed convex subset of X .  Let T : C --~ C be an asymptotically nonexpansive 
mapping with a nonempty fixed-point set F (T )  and a sequence { kn} of positive real numbers be 
_ oo  ]¢ such that kn > 1 and En=l (  n - -  1) < oc. Let a sequence {Xn} be defined by (TSISE). Then, 
for every pl,p2 C F(T) ,  lim~__.oo(x~, J (p l -  p2)) exists and, moreover, 
(P -q , J (P l -P2) )  =0,  
for all p, q ~ ~(~) ,  where ~,(zn) denotes the weak ~-timit set of {xn}. 
PROOF. Since F(T)  is nonempty and {[]Xn - pl[} is convergent for any p E F(T) ,  {x n - -  p} is 
bounded, there exists a positive constant R such that 
sup {] lx~ - pi[: n >_ 1} < R. 
At this point, we can define K = C n BR(0), where BR(0) is a closed ball with center at 0 and 
radius R. Then K is a nonempty dosed convex and bounded subset of X and T : K -~ X is 
an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with the same sequence {k,} as T : C ~ C. In view 
of this observation, without loss of generality, we may assume that C is bounded. Define the 
mappings Un, V,~, Wn for n ~ 1 as follows: 
U~=(1-~/~-un) I+%T~+unu~,  n>_l ,  
V~:(1-~-~)S+~T~U~+~nvn, ~>_1, 
Wn = (1 - an - A,) I + anT"V~ + Anw,,  n k 1. 
(TSISE) 
Then it follows from the definitions of Wn and T that Wn : C ~ C is Lipschitzian with the 
oo Lipschitz constant k~ s and x~+l = W~x~. Setting Hn = Y[j=n kJ 3 for n > 1, then H~ ~ 1 as 
n cc because of the fact that ~n=l (kn  3- 1) < c~ is equivalent to ~-]~=1( n - -  1) < C~.  Setting 
S~,,~ = W~+m-l W~+m-2 " " " Wn, n, m > 1, 
then Sn,m : C --~ C is Lipschitzian with the Lipschitz constant H~ and S~,mX~ = Xn+m. Now, 
for all t E [0, 1] and n, m >_ 1, put 
an (t) = I[txn + (1 - t)pl  - p2tl 
and 
bn,ra = [[Sn,m (tXn + (1 -- t) pl) -- (tXn+m + (1 -- t) pt)][ • 
In the sequel, we shall use M to denote possible different positive constants appearing in the 
following argument. 
We show first that, for any p C F(T) ,  [ISn,mp - P[I -* 0 uniformly for all m _> 1 as n -+ (x~. 
Indeed, for any p E F(T),  we have 
HWnp - pH ~ Otn]gn [[Vnp- p[] +MAn 
O~nfl nkn2 [[Unp - PN -~- M (A,~ + #~) 
(1.14) 
<_ c~,~n'y,~kn3u,~M + M ()'n + ~)  
<_ M(A~ +#~ + u~), 
and hence, 
IIS,~,mp - pll -< I IW,~+m- l '  " " W,m -- Wn+.~-l"'" Wn+lP l l  +""  + I lWn+, ,~- lp  - pll 
_ t lIWn"--"'l + ', +IT k, +gj=2 ]iWn+lP-'N (1.15) 
+- . .  + I IWn+~- lp -p l l  
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M rr J~ k a~ o~ A where 8,~ = ~11j=1 ,+J ) ~ j=o(  ~ + #n + v,) -+ 0 as n -+ oc. Observe that 
a +m (t) = Iltxn+m + (1 - t)pl -P211 
_< + II&,m (tx  + (1 - t)pl)  -P2II 
<-b~"~+I IS '~,m(tX~+(1-t )P*) -S '~,mP2I I+I IS~,mP2-P2I [  (1.16) 
<__ bn,m q- kd 3 a~ (t) + l[S~,mp2 - p2]] . 
By using Lemma 1.7, we have that 
b~,m <_ g~ -~ ([IXn - -P~I [ -  g~ ~ []S~,mX~ - S~,mPl[[) 
= Hn~ - I  ([Ix~ -P l I [ -  Hg  1 []x,~+m -P l  q-P1 - -  Sn,mPl[]) (1.17) 
-< H~ -1 (llx~ -P~][- Hg I ([Ix~+.~ -p i l l -  ]]S,~,.~pl -p i l l ) )  
and so the sequence {bn,m} converges uniformly to zero as n --* c~ for all m _> 1. Thus, fixing n 
and letting m ~ oo in (1.17), we have 
and again letting n -+ 0% 
limsupa,~ (t) _< ~-1 (0) + liminf a ,  (t) = liminf an (t), 
n- - -+~ n---+oo n--+oQ 
which proves that limn--+~ a~(t) exists for any t C [0, 1]. Taking x = p~ -P2  with Pl ¢ P2 
and h = t(zn - pl) in (1.13), by the proof lines of Tan and Xu [7, Lemma 2.3], we can prove 
that lim~-+~ (x~ -P l ,  J(Pl -P2)} exists, and hence, the conclusion of the lemma follows. This 
completes the proof. 
Recall that a Banach space X is said to satisfy Opial's condition [13] if Xn --+ X weakly as 
n --+ c~ and x ¢ y imply that 
lim sup ]Ix. - all < lim sup ]Ix. - yll. 
n- - -~ n---+ oo 
It is well known [13] that all Hilbert spaces and 1 p spaces, 1 _< p < e~, have this property, while 
all L p spaces do not have this property unless p = 2. 
Let {z~} be a given sequence in C. Recall that a mapping T : C -+ C with the nonempty 
fixed-point set F(T)  in C is said to satisfy Condition (A) with respect o the sequence {z,~} if 
there is a nondecreasing function f :  [0, c<~) --+ [0, oo) with f(0) = 0 and f ( r )  > 0 for all r e (0, c~) 
such that 
IIz  - Tz~ll >_ f (d (zm F (T))), 
for all n >_ 1. 
2. THE MAIN  RESULTS 
Now, we prove the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space which satisfies Opial's condition 
or whose norm is Frgchet differentiable and C be a nonempty cIosed convex subset of X .  Let 
T : C --+ C be an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with the nonempty fixed-point set F(T)  
_ oo  k and a sequence {k~} of positive real numbers be such that kn > 1 and ~n=l (  n - 1) < oo. Let 
a sequence {xn} be defined by (TSISE) with the following restrictions: 
(i) O < a <_ c~n <_ b < l, 
(ii) hmsup~_+~ k~fl~ < 1, 
(iii) oo oo oo 
En=l  l ' 'n  ~=1 ;~'~ < oo, ~n=l  #'~ < oo, and < oo. 
Then the sequence {x,~} converges weakly to a fixed point p o fT .  
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PROOF. It follows from Lemma 1.5 that 
limoo [[Xn - Tx~[I = O. 
Since X is uniformly convex and {x,} is bounded, we may assume that xn -~ p as n --~ oo, 
without loss of generality. By Lemma 1.6, we have p E F(T). 
Now, we assume first that X satisfies Opial's condition and suppose that subsequences {Xn~ } 
and {x,j } of {x,} converge weakly to p and q, respectively. Then it follows from Lemma 1.6 
that p, q E F(T). We claim that p = q. If p ~ q, then, by Opial's condition, we have 
lim I[x~ - p[[ = .lim ItXn, - Pl[ < lim []Xn, - qll 
n- -+oo z--~ oo  ~- -+oo 
= lim [ [xn-  ql[ = .lim [Ixn~- ql[ 
n- -+oo J - -+o0 
< lim Ilxoj - pll = ~ im II~,, - pl[ 
j - - -~o~ 
which is a contradiction and so {x~} converges weakly to a fixed point of T. 
Next, assume that X has a Fr6chet differentiable norm. By Lemma 1.8, we have 
(p - q,j (p - q)} = O, 
which implies that p -- q. Thus, {xn} must converge weakly to some fixed point p of T. This 
completes the proof. 
From Theorem 2.1, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space whose norm is Fr6chet differen- 
tiable and C be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. Let T : C -+ C be an asymptotically 
nonexpansive mapping with the nonempty fixed-point set F(T) and a sequence {k,~} of positive 
numbers be such that }~ >_ 1 and ET=l(  kn-1) < oo. Let a sequence {x~} be defined by (MISSE) 
with the following restrictions: 
(i) 0<a_<a._<b<l ,  
(ii) limsup,_+oo knfln < 1, 
(iii) co A E.=I  . < oo, and E~=I ~. < oo. 
Then the sequence {x,} converges weakly to a fixed point p ofT.  
PROOF. By taking 7- = ~n = 0 for all n _> 1 in Theorem 2.1, we can obtain the desired 
conclusion. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space whose norm is Fr&chet differen- 
tiable and C be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. Let T : C -+ C be an asymptotically 
nonexpansive mapping with the nonempty fixed-point set F(T) and a sequence {kn} of positive 
real numbers be such that E~%~(k~ - 1) < oo. Let a sequence {x~} be defined by (MMIE) with 
the following restrictions: 
(i) O<a<_a,~ <_b<l,  
(ii) E.°°__ 1 A.  < oo. 
Then the sequence {x,~ } converges weakly to some fixed point of T. 
PROOF. By taking fin -- "Y~ = #,~ = Yn = 0 in Theorem 2.1 for all n _> l, then the conclusion of 
the corollary follows. 
REMARK 2.1. Theorem 2.1 and its corollaries generalize Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of Tan and Xu [7]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space and C be a nonempty closed convex 
subset of X. Let T : C --+ C be an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with the nonempty 
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fixed-point set F (T )  and a sequence {kn} of positive real numbers be such that kn >_ 1 and 
k ~n=l (  n -- 1) < OC. Let a sequence {Xn} be defined by (TSISE) with the following restrictions: 
(i) O<a<_an <_b<l ,  
(ii) l imsup~_~ knfln < 1, 
(iii) ~°~__ 1 An < 0% ~n~__l #n < C~, and ~=1 un < ~o. 
I f  T satisfies Condition (A) with respect o the sequence {xn}, then {xn} converges trongly to 
a fixed point p of T. 
PROOF. It follows from Lemma 1.5 that 
l ira llXn -- Txn l l  = o. 
n --+ c~o 
Since T satisfies Condition (A) with respect o the sequence {Xn}, we have 
d (Xn, F (T)) ~ 0, 
as n ~ co. Therefore, the conclusion of the theorem follows exactly from Theorem 2.1 of [10]. 
This completes the proof. 
From Theorem 2.4, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space and C be a nonempty closed 
convex subset of X.  Let T : C ~ C be a completely continuous and asymptotically nonexpansive 
mapping with the nonempty fixed-point set F (T)  and a sequence {kn} of positive real numbers 
o~ k be such that kn >_ 1 and En=l (  n -- 1) < C~. Let a sequence {Xn} be defined by (TSISE) with 
the following restrictions: 
(i) O<a<_an <_b<l ,  
(ii) limsupn_~ knfln < 1, 
(iii) y]]n~_l An < C~, ~n=l  #n < 0% and n=l Yn < OO. 
Then the sequence {xn} converges trongly to a fixed point p o fT .  
PROOF. It is well known that every continuous and demicompact mapping must satisfy Condi- 
tion (A) (see [14]). Since T : C ~ C is completely continuous, it is continuous and demicompact, 
T satisfies Condition (A) on C, and so the conclusion of the corollary follows from Theorem 2.2. 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK 2.2. Theorem 2.2 and its corollary extend and improve Theorems 2.1-2.3 of Xu and 
Noor [11]. 
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